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The Mirror

COOK: BLAIR KNEW WE HAD NO WAR EVIDENCE 
Oct 6 2003 
Former Minister's Written Memoir of Destruction blasts 
PM saying Blair 'knew before war Saddam didn't have 
any usable weapons' 
By James Hardy, Political Editor 
 

TONY Blair knew Saddam Hussein had no usable weapons 
of mass destruction when he sent British troops into Iraq, 
Robin Cook claimed yesterday. 

He said the Premier was aware two weeks before the 
invasion that the Iraqi dictator could not launch a WMD 
attack within 45 minutes. 

And he accused Mr Blair of finding it "easier to resist the 
public opinion of Britain than the request of the US 
President". 

Downing Street fiercely denied the claims - made in Mr 
Cook's newly published diaries. 

But MPs from all parties immediately demanded a Hutton-
style inquiry into the reasons we went to war. 

Mr Cook, who quit the Cabinet because of the war, said both 
Mr Blair and spy chief John Scarlett knew the main threat 
from Saddam - if one existed - was from short-range 
chemical artillery shells. 

After a briefing by Mr Scarlett, chairman of the Joint 
Intelligence Committee, Mr Cook wrote: "My conclusion at 
the end of an hour is that Saddam probably does not have 
weapons of mass destruction ... that could be used against 
large scale civilian targets." 

Two weeks later, on March 5, he challenged Mr Blair on the 
issue. He said he told Mr Blair it was clear from the briefing 
that Saddam could not fire long-range WMD at other 
countries "but probably does have several thousand 
battlefield munitions. Do you never worry that he might use 
them against British troops?' " 

Mr Blair said: "Yes - but all the effort he has had to put into 
concealment makes it difficult for him to assemble them 
quickly for use." 

Mr Cook said it showed that even if Mr Blair believed the 
45 minutes claim when the September 2002 dossier was 
published, "what was clear from this conversation was that 
he did not believe it himself in March". 

He said the exchange left him "deeply troubled" about the 
reasons for going to war. 
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"If No10 accepted that Saddam had no real WMD which he 
could credibly use against city targets, and if they 
themselves believed he could not reassemble his chemical 
weapons in a credible timescale for use on the battlefield, 
just how much of a threat did they really think he 
represented?" 

And he wrote: "I am certain the real reason he went to war 
was that he found it easier to resist the public opinion of 
Britain than the request of the US President." 

Downing Street said: "The idea that the Prime Minister ever 
said that Saddam Hussein did not have WMD is absurd. 
Robin Cook's views are well known and have been 
expressed many times before." 

But senior Labour, Tory and Lib Dem figures said the 
diaries provided proof that the country was misled. 

Labour MP Alice Mahon said: "This vindicates those of us 
who have been calling for an independent judicial inquiry 
into the reasons we went to war. We were told by the Prime 
Minister very clearly that there was a clear and present 
danger." 

Ex-Defence Minister Peter Kilfoyle said: "If Saddam did not 
have WMD and our leaders knew, why did we go to war?" 

Lib Dem foreign affairs spokesman Menzies Campbell said: 
"If these allegations are true they are explosive. 

"We we need an inquiry headed by a judge to look into the 
question of whether we went to war on a flawed prospectus, 
either because of inadequate intelligence or the mishandling 
of intelligence once obtained." 

Former Tory Foreign Secretary Lord Douglas Hurd said it 
was clear Mr Blair's case for war was wrong. 

"The main cause, very clearly stated, was that we and the 
world were under threat from weapons of mass destruction 
which he possessed and which were organised to attack us 
maybe in 45 minutes. 

"That is now turning out simply not to be true." 

Robin Cook's devastating charge that Blair went to war 
when he knew Iraq had no banned weapons - and posed no 
threat - blasts a massive hole in the Prime Minister's 
credibility 
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